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Journey into a hidden world filled with remarkable creatures, treacherous
landscapes, and captivating adventures. In his novel, "Savage Pellucidar,"
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legendary author Edgar Rice Burroughs takes readers on an exhilarating ride
through a subterranean realm like no other. Let's dive deep and explore this
fantastic world just waiting to be discovered.

Exploring Pellucidar: What Lies Beneath?

Beneath our very feet lies a world unknown to us – Pellucidar, a name that
encapsulates both mystery and wonder. Burroughs' Pellucidar series introduces
us to a land where the stone curtain above ensures that the sun never sets,
leading to eternal daylight.
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Pellucidar is a vast underground realm, home to primitive humans, reptilian
Mahar, man-eating beasts, and savage tribes. While the outer world remained
oblivious to this extraordinary world for millennia, Burroughs brought it to life in a
thrilling narrative filled with innovation and adventure.

The Journey of David Innes

In "Savage Pellucidar," the protagonist David Innes embarks on a desperate
quest to save the girl he loves, Dian the Beautiful, who has been kidnapped and
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taken to this hidden realm. Innes' journey takes him through uncharted territories,
battles dangerous foes, and brings him face-to-face with incredible civilizations.

The Extraordinary Beasts of Pellucidar

One of the most intriguing aspects of Pellucidar is its abundance of unique
creatures. From the fearsome Tyrannosaurus Rex to the massive prehistoric
mammals, the savage beasts of this underground world capture the imagination
of readers. Burroughs' vivid descriptions bring these creatures to life, making
them seem as real as the ones we encounter daily.

The Civilizations of Pellucidar

Within Pellucidar, Innes encounters various tribes and civilizations, each with their
own distinct customs and complexities. From the stone-age warriors known as
Sagoths to the sophisticated and intelligent Mahars, these societies add depth to
the narrative while also exploring themes of power, hierarchy, and survival.

The Legacy of Edgar Rice Burroughs

Edgar Rice Burroughs, the legendary author behind "Savage Pellucidar," is
recognized as one of the pioneers of the science fiction and adventure genres.
Through his vivid imagination and masterful storytelling, he brought to life
unforgettable worlds like Pellucidar and Tarzan's jungle. His influences can still be
seen in contemporary science fiction and fantasy.

Unveiling the Secrets and Wonders of Savage Pellucidar

Savage Pellucidar is a thrilling novel that takes readers on an incredible
subterranean adventure. It unravels the mysteries of a hidden world, introduces
us to captivating civilizations, and unleashes breathtaking creatures. Edgar Rice
Burroughs' legacy lives on through these timeless tales, leaving a lasting impact
on the literary world.



Embark on an expedition like no other, exploring the depths of Burroughs' genius
and immersing yourself in the incredible world of Savage Pellucidar. Get ready for
a wild and imaginative ride as you discover the hidden wonders beneath the
surface of our planet.
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Savage Pellucidar - Edgar Rice Burroughs - When David Innes and Abner Perry
set out to search for mineral deposits in Perry's newly invented Mechanical
Prospector, they never dreamed of discovering the beautiful, terrifying world of
Pellucidar five hundred miles beneath their feet. Cast into a country of fierce
fighting men, beautiful women, and vicious beasts, David and Abner take sharply
diverging paths. David and his mate, Dian the Beautiful, set out to teach
Pellucidar the ways of civilization and succeed in gathering a number of primitive
kingdoms into the Empire of Pellucidar. Meanwhile, Abner turns his inventive
genius to the science of aeronautics, with dire results for both David and Dian.
The seventh and final book in Edgar Rice Burroughs's Pellucidar series, Savage
Pellucidar continues the epic story with a masterful blend of action, humor, and
suspense.
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Welcome, young historians, to a captivating journey through time where
we unveil the incredible significance of shipbuilding in Viking history!
Brace...

Discover the Phenomenal Custom Rifles of
Great Britain: Unparalleled Precision and
Craftsmanship!
Great Britain is renowned for its rich history, exceptional craftsmanship,
and relentless pursuit of perfection. When it comes to custom rifles,...

The Untamed Jungle Adventure of Tarzan:
Unlocking the Secrets of Edgar Rice
Burroughs' Epic
Since its publication in 1919, Edgar Rice Burroughs' "Tarzan The
Untamed" has captivated readers with its thrilling exploration of the
untamed jungle. In this article, we...

Unveiling the Astonishing World of Edgar Rice
Burroughs' Master Mind Of Mars - A Science
Fantasy That Will Captivate Your Imagination!
Science fiction and fantasy have always been popular genres that
transport us to extraordinary worlds, filled with imagination and wonder.
Among the early pioneers of...
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Hard Times High Make Me Star: Unlock Your
Hidden Potential during Difficult Times
The Power of Overcoming Hard Times and Becoming a Star Life is a
rollercoaster of ups and downs. We all experience challenging times that
can make us feel overwhelmed and...

The Epic Adventure of "The Master Mind of
Mars Classics To Go": Unearthing Buried
Secrets and Unforgettable Characters
Welcome to an epic journey through "The Master Mind of Mars Classics
To Go." In this article, we will delve into the depths of this classic...

Unveiling the Secrets of Tarzan And The Ant
Men Classics To Go!
The Legend of Tarzan Lives On Tarzan, the legendary character created
by Edgar Rice Burroughs, has captured the hearts of millions of readers
around the world. Known for...

Unveiling the Untold Adventures of Tarzan The
Invincible Classics To Go
Prepare to embark on an extraordinary journey through the thrilling world
of Tarzan, the legendary character created by Edgar Rice Burroughs. In
this article, we will explore...
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